Job Spec: Senior .Net Engineer
Make your move at Trackmatic
We’re looking for a Senior .Net Engineer who wants to make an impact. If you eat, sleep and
breathe in C#, keep reading. Here at Trackmatic, we help top South African businesses manage their
transport and logistics needs with a world-class SaaS solution. We’re a work hard, play hard
company, and we’re as passionate about building real innovation as we are about Tequila Fridays at
the office!

Your new day-to-day
A big part of what makes the Trackmatic system tick (and our clients happy) is a complex messagingbased architecture built using .Net technologies. Our microservice architecture gives us incredible
flexibility, but it’s not a challenge for the faint-hearted!
You’ll work with a team devoted to managing and enhancing our microservices using an array of
tools and methodologies. Your broad knowledge and deep problem-solving skills will be put to use
every day. Along with that, you’ll need plenty of drive, an in-it-to-win-it character, and a decent
sense of humour too.
The Senior .Net Engineer will get plenty of freedom working in a small, focused team. If you want to
flex your dev skills and make a real difference on a project, this role is for you.

Your CV will impress us by showing…
•

5+ years of experience working in C#

•

A solid grasp on Object-Orientated Programming along with related design patterns and
methodologies

•

A deep understanding of SOA and how to implement it in a real-world environment

•

Solid grasp of the .Net environment and the tools which come with it

•

Bonus points if you have experience working with messaging systems such as RabbitMQ,
NServiceBus, and MSMQ

What you get
The package will be between R45,000 and R65,000 per month (cost to company.) Oh, and we
weren’t kidding about Tequila Fridays!

Sound good?
If this job spec describes you eerily well, we want to meet you! Make yourself known
here: careers@trackmatic.co.za
Closing Date: 6 March 2018
(PS: Much like Neo, there can only be one winning candidate - so please consider your application
unsuccessful if you haven't heard back from us in 2 weeks.)

